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Vision
Curated Adult
oriented
experiences
powered by
the Blockchain &
Presented in
Mixed Reality
(AR/VR)

Fantasy Digital will revolutionize the world of
uncensored content by pairing our digital currency
(FTXXX) with our upgradable membership NFTs. We
are able to provide fans with exclusive access to mixed
reality content while providing a financial and
technological infrastructure for adult content creators.
Fantasy Digital will provide greater control and flexibility
to content providers, while still providing fans with
exclusive digital & physical collectibles. Supported by
future web technologies, our unique Participate to Earn
(P2E) business model will connect creators and
fans/clients directly in new ways never imagined.
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Online Adult Entertainment Industry
Globally, the online adult entertainment industry is a multi billion dollar revenue generator. Today,
the online adult entertainment industry caters to the many different needs of society and it is
apparent that the explosive growth of this industry shows no sign of slowing down, bringing with
it opportunities to capitalize on an upward trajectory using innovative advancements in
technology.
However, it is also imperative to address the current state of the industry that is riddled with
problems, such as:
●

Capital theft of adult artists
The greatest issue facing the adult industry today is the discrimination of those who work
within the industry and are exploited by banks, payment processors, and other traditional
financial institutions

●

Exploitation by platforms acting as middlemen
High fees and additional expenses rob content creators of their due income.
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●

Global censorship
Censorship is a big issue in adult online entertainment. Countries with the most censorship
are some of the countries that generate the most website traffic to free adult content

●

Lack of anonymity
Anonymity is a concern for both content creators and fans/clients.

●

Industry Monopolization
Controlled by a few key players who dictate what and how content creators should be
performing for fans/clients
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The Solution: Fantasy Digital
Next to food, water and shelter, entertainment is one of everyone’s basic needs. Fantasy Digital
will represent a new way to create & consume entertainment.
In a nutshell our solution can be boiled down to five elements that will provide a solution to the
issues plaguing the uncensored industry.
Fantasy Token
The bedrock our operations and deployed on the Polygon Network. It creates the low fee, fast
transaction monetization needed for content creator & fan interactions. This interaction includes
tipping, membership upgrades, off chain gifting and our exclusive fan favorite voting system.
FantasyNFTs
Are our collectable utility NFTs.
Starting with our StripNFTease which are our exclusive upgradable membership NFTs. Fans will use
Fantasy Tokens to vote for their favorite adult artist, which will be featured in the next month's NFT.
These NFTs will be the only way to gain access to artists' content & mixed reality experiences.
Our secondary FantasyFetishNFT will be designed to connect content providers to fans that are
looking for specialized content based on the needs of the fans/clients.
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Lastly our ContentCreatorNFT is how Fantasy Digital will onboard adult content providers and
reward those participating in the mixed reality experiences. These will also be used for the token
snapshot that will create the ContentCreatorsDAO for future platform voting.

Experiences
Fantasy Digital will use current & future technologies to curate adult content for both virtual
reality (VR) and augmented reality. Additionally Fantasy digital will host real life hybrid members’
only events that are synced to VR assets in the metaverse. These events could include club
nights, hotel & cruise takeovers and worldwide fan meetups. Unlike other adult companies our
focus will be on connecting adult content providers with fans/clients on a more personal
interactive level then creating an NFT marketplace.
Fantasy Rewards
Distributed monthly via the promotional pool both Content Providers and fans/clients are
rewarded in FTXXX based on how they are participating in the Fantasy Digital ecosystem.
Additional random airdrops of Special Edition NFTs, Private Event Tickets (physical/virtual) or
FTXXX tokens will be sent to the most active fans/clients within the ecosystem.
ContentCreatorsDAO
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Fantasy Digital: Tokenomics

Token Address: 0xe0d4a49c386f5c0184f72ac0752aad4bd62c579a
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Transaction Fee
Every transaction (buy/sell/transfer) is subjected to a 5% fee, corresponding to:
2% of transactions sent to a promotional account (0x5Ab70B1c091ecd8d0114a2d9b9F264A6fF384b5D)
2% of the transaction value is sent to the business account (0xa47103e18bc9c1923161b6488dec6cb1490a1a6b)
1% of the transaction value is sent to the dead address (0x000000000000000000000000000000000000dEaD)
The total transaction fees will never go above the 5% allowed, however percentages can be
adjusted based on the needs of the administrative accounts (Promotional/Business)
When the total tokens at the dead address accumulate more than 33% of the total
supply, the burn value is reduced to 0.50% with the extra 0.50% going to the promotional
account to offset the increased needs of that account. Additionally when the dead address
reaches 66% of the total supply the burn value is reduced to .25%
Anti Whale Mechanism
To protect the Fantasy Token (FTXXX) from “Rinse & Repeat” activities of token whales, we have
added an anti whale mechanism into the smart contract. This will limit transactions
(buy/sell/transfers) of a specified value for a specific amount of time
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Monthly Promotional Pool
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Strategy: 2022 Roadmap

Monetization Strategy
Fantasy Digital
Fantasy Digital will earn digital revenue by way of a 2% fee on token transactions, sale/resale of
upgradable membership NFTs & ad based revenue within VR/AR digital experiences.
Ambassadors/Content Creators
Ambassadors & Content Creators can earn digital revenue via our StripNFTeases voting system,
fan/client in world tipping, NFT Membership upgrades/activation, Promotional pool distribution,
virtual/real world event attendance & sales of AR enabled physical items.
Fans/Clients
Fans/Clients can earn passive digital revenue by participating (P2E) within the Fantasy Digital
ecosystem. These rewards will be distributed via the Promotional pool, as well as exclusive
content creators collectable NFTs, digital wearables and AR enabled physical items.
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Disclaimer
Fantasy Digital including but not limited to the overall project, the token, website, smart contracts and
any apps (“FANTASY DIGITAL”) as presented in this conceptual paper is not an licensed, unlicensed or
exempted financial or payment service of any kind and in any jurisdiction. Any terminology used in this
Whitepaper, on the Website or within the app is intended only as a basic reference, without any effective
or legal meaning of the same terms in a regulated and/or financial environment.
The FANTASY token is a strictly utility token in any jurisdiction and is not and can not be considered as a
security or otherwise a regulated token of any kind, is not in any way e-money and/or a fiat or asset
backed stablecoin, whether global or limited in scope. This Whitepaper taken by itself is not a contract or
a contractual agreement of any kind, is not an invitation, solicitation or offer to invest in FANTASY
DIGITAL or acquire or use its FANTASY tokens in any way and with any expectation of profit in any form.
Any user of FANTASY DIGITAL declares to have received appropriate technical, administrative, regulatory
and legal advice before and after accessing and/or reading this Whitepaper, the website and using any
portion or element of FANTASY DIGITAL (including any FANTASY token therein) and accepts that there is
an inherent high risk in accessing, acquiring or using any kind of blockchain and/or crypto system, token,
platform, software, interface including FANTASY DIGITAL and further acknowledges with full disclaimer
for any community member directly or indirectly involved with FANTASY DIGITAL, that there can be any
kind of damage suffered, including total loss.
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Our Team
MICHAEL ROCHE
Co-Founder | President
LORILEE FEDLER
Co-Founder | Director of Client Relations
JAY BROUDY
Co-Founder | Director of Sales & Marketing
NII-NORTEY ENGAMNN
Co-Founder | Director of Content Development
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